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Carlson’s theorem [2, p. 1533 states that an entire function of exponen- 
tial type less then rc must vanish identically if it vanishes at the integers. 
The problem of extending Carlson’s theorem to harmonic functions U(Z) 
was posed in [3], where Boas shows that U(Z) = 0 provided it vanishes on 
two parallel lines of lattice points. (Note that it is not sufficient to assume 
that u(m) = 0, m = 0, + 1, + 2, . . . : consider the real part off(z) = iz.) Boas 
considers f(z) = U(Z) + k(z), where u(z) is the harmonic conjugate to u, 
and shows that f(z) has period 2ik, and as such, must be of the form 
c,?= + aj einzlk, where N < 1. Therefore f is constant with real part 
vanishing at the integers, so U(Z) = 0. 

A further approach is suggested by the observation that the cardinal 
series (see [ll]) is the convolution of the sequences {f(n)} and 
{sin rmx/rc~} and so its “Fourier transform” is the formal product of the 
Fourier series zy, f(n)e”x and C”J, (sin nn~/rrn)e’“~. This approach is 
presented in [lo] with the additional hypothesis that {f(n)} E 1’ which 
allows f(z) to be represented by the “modified” cardinal series 

(see [2, p. 2211). It is shown that if V(x) = CT, u(n)elnX, -x <x < rc, then 
Ref(m + i) = u(m + i) is the mth Fourier coefficient of is(x) V(x), where 
S(X) is the 2n-periodic continuation of sinh x, - rt < x < rr, and u(m + i) is 
the mth Fourier coefficient of C(x) V(x), where C(x) is the 2n-periodic 
continuation of cash x, -rr < x < rc. Since u(m + i) = 0, V(x) E 0, so that 
u(n) = 0 for all n, and by Carlson’s theorem f(z) E 0 and hence U(Z) E 0. 

The next question to be answered is whether a uniqueness result can still 
be obtained without having Ref(z) = U(Z) vanish at z = m and z = m + i; 
that is, can sets of certain density be omitted along either line of lattice 
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points’! Is it even possible for Re f(z) = U(Z) to be exponentially small on 
a set of sufficient density in order forf(z) to vanish identically? The answer 
is “yes” in both cases, but we must impose restrictions on the growth of 
f(z) along the rieal axis and on the uniqueness set {A,}. First we require 
yat {f(n)}d . s econd, (lln} must satisfy a separation” condition: 

n+l -- A,,3 6 > 0, and must be a positive increasing sequence of ordinary 
,density D > r/rc, where z < 7c is the type of f(z). We now apply 
Theorem 9.8.4 (see [2, p. 1663) to Boas’ proof in [3] and the result follows 
immediately. This method cannot be applied to the proof in [lo] because 
of the inherent dependence of the cardinal series on the values off(z) at the 
integers. Note also that ordinary density can be replaced by the Polya 
maximum density D of the sequence {A,}. By definition, 

D = lim lim sup A(u) - au<) 
e-1- u-m u-245 ’ 

where n(u) is the number of A,, less than u (see [S, p. 171). 
Counterexamples to show that the type rc is critical are presented in [9]. 
The results mentioned thus far have assumed that if U(Z) vanishes on sets 

of sufficient density along two parallel lines, then, with some restrictions on 
the growth of f(z), f(z) vanishes identically. This result is improved sub- 
stantially in [S]. The author shows that U(Z) need only vanish at z = m + i, 
-co <m < co. Again, the proof relies heavily on the assumption that 

can be represented by (1) and u(m + i) is the m th 

F(x) = cash x f u(n)ei”-X + i sinh x f u(n)e’““, 1x1 < 71. (2) 
--co --m 

The hypothesis that u(m + i) = 0, - cc <m < co, implies that 

& 1 I F(x)e-‘““dx=O 
9 

so that I;(x) vanishes identically. Separating F(x) into real and imaginary 
parts given a system of equations in cash x and sinh x. In searching for a 
nontrivial solution, the author proves that f(z) vanishes identically. 

By considering g(z) =f(Z+ i), we may restate the result in a form that 
suggests Carlson’s theorem: 

Let f(z) be an entire function of exponential type less than rc, 
with {f(m+i)}EI’. If Re f(m)=u(m)=O, --co<m<oo, 
then f(z) E 0. 
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Hence a harmonic function must vanish identically if it vanishes at 
the integers and belongs to I’ on a parallel line of lattice points. The 
counterexample Re f(z) = Re(iz) supports the necessity of the growth 
restriction. 

In [4] the authors raise the question of linding complementary sequen- 
ces M and N of integers with the property that iff, of exponential type less 
than rr satisfies (f(n)) E I’, then .f= 0 provided that Re j(n + i) = 0 when 
n E M and Im f(n + i) = 0 when n E N. It is shown that under the additional 
hypothesis Re f(n) = 0, the pair A4 = {negative integers ), N = {non- 
negative integers} has the required property. 

I now suggest the following problem: Iff(z,, z2) is an entire function of 
exponential type less than 71, and u(m, n) = 0 and u(m + i, n + i) = 0 for all 
integers m, n, then can we say f (z, , z2) E O? The notion of exponential type 
certainly extends to entire functions of two complex variables: jf(z I, zz)l < 
,4eB(IZLI + M) for some constants A and B, B < rr. The representation in (1 ), 
however, does not. By assuming though that f(zl, z2) is square integrable 
for real z, we appeal to the Paley-Wiener integral representation, 

f(zI, z,)= ’ 
5 I ’ ~#(t,, t2)ei(z”‘+‘2’2’dtl dt,, 
-* -7 

where &tl, t2) represents a square integrable function of two real variables 
(see [6, p. 2241). Now expand ei’zL’l +z2f*) in terms of eim” +lnfZ by first 
calculating the Fourier coefficients c,,,. This should give us 

Now multiply both sides by q5(t,, tr) and integrate from -r to r. 

= z f ,-,,, 11, jIr b(t,, t2)eim”+i”‘2 dt, 4. 
--m 

Therefore, 

and we have a representation for f(zi, z2). The next step is to use the 
methods in [lo] to obtain a uniqueness result. 
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Identifying u(m + i) and o(m + i) as the mth Fourier coefficient of a 
product of functions, one factor of which was sinh x or cash x, was of 
critical importance in [ 101. With this in mind, we calculate the (m, n)th 
Fourier coefficient of sinh(x, + x2) and cosh(x, +x2) in the following two 
lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Let f(x,, x2) = sinh(x, + x2) = i(e”l+“2 - e--‘IPX2). Then 
the (m, n)th Fourier coefficient c,,,, of f(xl , x2) is given by 
j( - I)‘,+” (m + n) sinh2z/n2(m2 + l)(n2 + 1). 

ProojI 

e.xl f x* ~ imxl - in* e-x~ - 52 ~ imxl - in.q n 

1-im - 1 -1-im --n 6 
ek + .q ~ imrr ~ inq -e -n+x*+imn-inx2 

1 - im 

e - x ~ ‘2 - IrnR - in.q +e”- x2 + imlr - in.x* 

+ 
-1-im 1 dx, 

1 e71 +.x2 - rmrr - in-q _ e - L + .x2 + imrr ~ inx* 

c =- 
m,n 8,$ (1 -im)(l -in) 

-e - n + x2 ~ rmn ~ in.q + en -xl + imn - in-q n 

+ 
( - 1 - im)( - 1 - in) I -77 

1 e2n-i~(m+n)_ein(n~m)_ein(m-n) 

c =- 
m-n gx2 

[ 

+e-2n+in(m+n) 

(1 -mn)-i(m+n) 
_ e -271~ in(m + n) + ein(n -m) + ein(m -n) _ e2n + in(m + n) 

+ 
(1 -mmn)+i(m+n) 1 

1 

[ 

e*“( - l)m+n _2(-1)~-*+,-*n(-l)*+n 
c 

m,n=&T (l-mn)-i(m+n) 

+ 
-e-2”( - l)*+n +2(-1)“-mBe*7y-l)m+n 

(l-mn)+i(m+n) I. 
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Combine the two expressions on the right of the above equation to obtain 

~,,,,,,=+$(l-m~)~~~(-1)“‘+“-2(l-m~)(-l)’~ “’ 

+(1-mn)e ~~(-1)‘~7”~+i(m+n)6J”(-I)“‘+‘~-2i(m+n)(-l)” ~n2 

- i(m+n)e-‘y-l)“~+‘~-(l -mn)e --y-l)“~+‘~ 

+2(1-mn)(-l)‘+“-(l -mn)e*n(-l)“T+” 

+i(m+n)e~2”(-l)n~+‘~-2i(m+n)(-l)”’~’~ 

+ ie’“(m + n)( - 1)” +“I/( 1 - mn)” + (m + n)‘. 

Simplification yields 

2ie*“(m+n)(-l)“+“-4i(m+n)(-I)“+” 

+2ieP*“(m+n)(-l)‘“+” 
(1-mn)2+(m+n)2 

I 

(e2”+ep2”)-4i(m+n)(-l)“+” 
(1 -mn)*+(m+n)* 1 

4i(m+n)(-l)“+“(cosh2n-1) 
c 

(m*+ l)(n’+ 1) 1 
1 4i(m + n)( - 1),+72 sinh2 71) 

c m,n=gg (m2+ l)(n’+ 1) 1 
i( - l),+.(rn + n) sinh* n 

c m,n = z2(m2+ l)(n’+ 1) 

LEMMA 2. Let g(x,, x2) = cosh(x, + x2) = i(e-” +x2 + e---X*-.X2). Then the 
(m, n) th Fourier coefficient c,,, is given by ( - 1)” +“( 1 - mn) sinh* z/ 
7c2(m2 + 1 )(n’ + 1). 

ProoJ 
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e~ + .q - imn - inq +e- 7r + .x2 + imn - inq 

1 - im 

+e 

- 7[ - .q - tmlt ~ inq _ e” ~ ‘2 + ima - rnq 

-1-im 1 
dx, 

1 e 

C 

K + xl - imn ~ i17.q _ e ~ n + x2 + imn ~ in.q 

Cmn=T 
’ 877 (1 -im)(l -in) 

e ---.x*~ima~in.~l_en~x2+imn-iinx* n 

+ 
(-l-im)(-l-in) 1 -lx 

1 e2n-irr(m+n)_ein(n~m)_ein(m~n) 

[ 

+,-2n+in(m+n) 

=- 
“m,n gn2 (1 -mn)-i(m+n) 

e-2”~in(m+n)_ein(n-m)_ein(m~n) +e Zn+m(m+n) 

+ 
(l-mn)+i(m+n) 1 

1 e2”( - l)m+n 
c 

-2(-l)“-*+e-2”(-l)*+n 
=- *.n grr2 (l-mu)-i(m+n) 

+ 
e-2rr( - I),+, +q-l)“-m-e=“(-l)“+” 

(l-mn)+i(m+n) 1. 

Combine the two expressions on the right of the above equation to obtain 

C ,.,=&[(l-mn)e2”(-l)*+“-2(1-WH)(-I)”-” 

+(1-mn)e~2”(-l)m+t+i(m+n)e2”(-1)m+”-2i(m+n)(-1)“~” 

-i(m+n)e~2~(-l)m+n+(1-~n)e~2n(-l)m+” 

-2(1-mn)(-l)“P”+(l-mn)e2”(-l)“+” 

-i(m+n)e-2”(-l)m+n+2i(m+n)(-l)“-” 

- ie2”(m + n)( - 1)” +“I/( 1 - mn)’ + (m + n)‘. 

Simplification yields 

2(1-mn)e2”(-l)“+“-4(1-mn)(-l)“+” 
+2(1-mn)eK2”(-l)“+” 

(1 -Wzmn)=+(m+n)= 1 
(eZE+eP2”)-4(1-mn)(-l)“+” 

(l-Wzmn)=+(m+n)2 I 
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1 4( 1 - mn)( - 1 )“‘+“(cosh 2n - 1) 
c’m.,, = -7 87r- (m2 + I)@’ + 1) I 

(-l)“‘+“(l-mn)sinh’z 
c m,,, = 7c*(m*+ l)(n’+ 1) . 

THEOREM 1. Let f(z,, z2 ) he an entirejiinction of exponential type r less 
than Z, and let f(x,, x2) belong to L2. Let f(m, n) = u(m, n) +iu(m, n), 
u(m, n)=O, for all integers m, n, and C,“= ~,~ I,“= ~,~ lv(m, n)l < CG. Jf 
u(m + i, n + i) = 0,for all integers m, n, then f(z,, z2) = 0. 

Proof By [6, p. 2241, S(z,, z2)=sTr l’r #(fr, t2)e”Z”1fZ2’2)dr, dt2, 
where d(tI, t2) represents a square integrable function of two real variables. 
Now expand e”‘I” +‘*‘*) in terms of eim” +“‘*. The Fourier coefficients c~,~ 
are given by 

er(au, +=2U2)e-‘(““~ +W2) du, du2 

e’“l’Z’ ~ m) eru2(=2 - n) du, du2 

z, -m 

sin n(zr -m) sin 7c(z2 -n) 
C m,n = 

4zl -m) n(z2-n) . 

Hence 

e”=“l fZ2f2) - -f f 
sin n(zr -m) sin n(zz - n) ermr, + inr* 2 

n=-m m=-x ~(2, -m) n(z2 -n) 

Multiply both sides of the above equation by &t,, t2) and integrate from 
--5 to T to obtain 

=f f sin n(zl -m) sin 7c(z2 - n) r 
s s 

7 
q5(t,, ~~)e~~“+‘“~~dt, dt,. 

n= -<, m= -cc, 7r2(z1 -m)(z2-nj pr -r 
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Hence 

Set z, =‘p + i, z2 = q + i, keeping in mind that f(m, n) = iu(m, n) and 
sin x(m + i) = i( - 1)” sinh 71 to obtain 

f(p+-i,q+i.=i f f i(-l)“‘+Psinhn.i(-l)“+qsinhn,“(m,n) 

n--m m--m n(p--m+i) n(q - n + i) 

n= --oo m=pm (p-m+i)(q-n+i) 

f(p + i, 4 + 4 
- isinh2x O” O” C-1) m+n+p+q v(m, n) = 

n2 c c n= --a; m= ~~ Up-m)(q-+ U+iCp-m+q-4’ 

Multiply the summand on the right of the above equation by ([(p-m) 
(q-n)- 11 - i[p-m+q-n])/([(p-m)(q-n)- l] - i[p-m+q-n]) 
to obtain 

Re f(p + i, q + i) 

= u( p + i, q + i) 

- sinh’ n f .f t-11 “‘“‘“‘“[(p-m)(q-n)- l] u(m,n = 
n2 n=-m me-m C(P--m)2+ mI-42+ 11 

By Lemma 1, 

_ f f (-1) m+*+p+y(p-m+q-n) . 
n=--oo m= --oo [(p-my-t 1][(q-n)2+ 11 sm C(P--)x1+(q--)x2’ 

- in2 sinh(x, + x2) =- 
sinh’x ’ lx, I? Ix2 I < x7 
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so that 
u(p + i, q + i) 

J (-l)‘~~+‘~+P+‘l(p-m+q-n)u(m n) 

,- up--m?+ 11C(4-n12+ 11 ’ 

is the (p, q)th Fourier coefficient of 

F(x,, x2) = i sinh(x, + x2) f f u(m, n)elnlr’ +-, Ix, I) /x2 ( < 71. 
,,= x m= --rx 

The hypothesis implies that F(x,, x2) vanishes for almost all x, E (--n, rc), 
x2 E (-z, n). Since sinh(x, +x2) = 0 if and only if x, = -x2, we conclude 
by [ 1, p. 4231 that u(m, n) z 0. Hence f(m, n) = u(m, n) + iv(m, n) 3 0, and 
by C7, P. 1181,f(z,,z2)-@ 

THEOREM 2. With the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if v(m + i, n + i) = 0 for 
all integers m, n, then f (z) = 0. 

Proof: Recall that 

u(p + i, q + i) 

- sinh’ rc f f t-11 m+n+p+y [(p-m)(q-n)- l] v(m, n) 
= 

?L2 ,,= -00 m= -% C(p-m12+ 11C(q-n)*+ 11 . 

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 and using Lemma 2, we conclude 
that u(p + i, q + i) is the (p, q)th Fourier coefficient of 

G(x,, x2) = cosh(x, +x2) f f u(m, n)e”“‘+“‘““, lx, 1, Ix2 1 < 7~. 
n= ---a, m= --2 

Now continue as in the proof of Theorem 1, with F(x,, x2) replaced with 
G(x, , ~2 ). 
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